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ABSTRACT

ObjeCtive
To assess differences in estimated treatment effects 
for mortality between observational studies with 
routinely collected health data (RCD; that are 
published before trials are available) and subsequent 
evidence from randomized controlled trials on the 
same clinical question.
Design
Meta-epidemiological survey.
Data sOurCes
PubMed searched up to November 2014.
MethODs
Eligible RCD studies were published up to 2010 that 
used propensity scores to address confounding bias 
and reported comparative effects of interventions for 
mortality. The analysis included only RCD studies 
conducted before any trial was published on the same 
topic. The direction of treatment effects, confidence 
intervals, and effect sizes (odds ratios) were compared 
between RCD studies and randomized controlled trials. 
The relative odds ratio (that is, the summary odds ratio 
of trial(s) divided by the RCD study estimate) and the 
summary relative odds ratio were calculated across all 
pairs of RCD studies and trials. A summary relative 
odds ratio greater than one indicates that RCD studies 
gave more favorable mortality results.
results
The evaluation included 16 eligible RCD studies, and 
36 subsequent published randomized controlled trials 

investigating the same clinical questions (with 17 275 
patients and 835 deaths). Trials were published a 
median of three years after the corresponding RCD 
study. For five (31%) of the 16 clinical questions, the 
direction of treatment effects differed between RCD 
studies and trials. Confidence intervals in nine (56%) 
RCD studies did not include the RCT effect estimate. 
Overall, RCD studies showed significantly more 
favorable mortality estimates by 31% than subsequent 
trials (summary relative odds ratio 1.31 (95% 
confidence interval 1.03 to 1.65; I2=0%)).
COnClusiOns
Studies of routinely collected health data could give 
different answers from subsequent randomized 
controlled trials on the same clinical questions, and 
may substantially overestimate treatment effects. 
Caution is needed to prevent misguided clinical 
decision making.

Introduction
Routinely collected health data (RCD), such as elec-
tronic health records or patient registries, are proposed 
to assess comparative treatment effects of medical 
interventions. In theory, observational studies collect-
ing this type of data could complement randomized 
controlled trials.1  The most important limitation of RCD 
studies is their inherent risk of bias due to confounding 
by indication. While only proper randomization can 
pre-emptively eliminate such bias, approaches such as 
propensity scores are frequently used to deal with bias 
in observational research. The propensity score reflects 
the probability that a patient will be selected for a treat-
ment and is estimated by use of information on known 
factors affecting the treatment choice, for example, dis-
ease severity.2 3  Many other methods are increasingly 
used, but propensity scores are probably the most pop-
ular method used to inform healthcare decisions.3 4 5  
Studies using data not collected for the purpose of a 
specific research project face many challenges and are 
prone to various specific biases related to the very 
nature of this data.1 A major challenge is the accuracy 
and reliability of the collected data, which is typically 
lower than many clinical trials with standardized and 
predefined outcome assessments. This might be less 
problematic for mortality, because it is an unambigu-
ous outcome and less prone to data accuracy problems.

Although their limitations should not be underesti-
mated,1  RCD studies could provide the best available 
evidence to inform healthcare decisions when random-
ized controlled trials are not available. However, it is 
unknown whether such studies offer highly reliable 
answers on vital clinical questions, for example, 

WhAT IS AlReAdy knoWn on ThIS TopIC
Observational studies using routinely collected data (RCD studies) are increasingly 
used to inform healthcare decisions when RCTs are not available
However, observational studies have an inherent risk of bias due to confounding by 
indication
Another difficulty is the accuracy and reliability of routinely collected data

WhAT ThIS STudy AddS
RCD studies systematically and substantially overestimate mortality benefits of 
medical treatments compared with subsequent trials investigating the same 
question
Observational RCD studies might not necessarily provide very reliable answers on 
how to best treat patients; caution is needed to prevent misguided clinical decision 
making
If no randomized trials exist, clinicians and funders of care should consider that 
treatment effects are probably more uncertain and substantially smaller than RCD 
studies suggest; decisions for widespread adoption and reimbursement of 
expensive interventions might be best withheld until trial evidence becomes 
available
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whether the estimated treatment effects from RCD stud-
ies agree with effects demonstrated in subsequent ran-
domized controlled trials. Most RCD studies are 
published on questions where there is already available 
evidence from trials. For example, a 2010 survey 
showed that almost 70% of 337 RCD studies based on 
propensity scores already had randomized controlled 
trials published on the same question.6 It is likely that 
the authors of these RCD studies may be consciously or 
unconsciously influenced by the already available 
results of the respective trials. To directly assess 
whether RCD studies can predict the results of subse-
quent randomized controlled trials, one needs to focus 
on topics where no prior trial evidence is available to 
influence what might be considered as reasonable 
effects to report by the RCD studies.

We therefore aimed to obtain insights on the concor-
dance between RCD studies and randomized controlled 
trials with a comprehensive meta-epidemiological 
study. The present study used RCD studies that ana-
lyzed a critical healthcare question, used propensity 
scores to deal with bias, and evaluated effects on mor-
tality. We systematically compared the findings from 
such studies on various clinical questions (which have 
never been addressed in trials before), with the findings 
from subsequent randomized controlled trials.

Methods
eligibility criteria and identification of routine data 
studies
Eligible RCD studies compared one treatment with 
another or no intervention, usual care, or standard 
treatment; were performed before any randomized con-
trolled trial on the same clinical question; assessed 
mortality effects; and used propensity scores based 
analyses for mortality. We considered studies that used 
only data that were routinely collected. Any type of 
such data was considered eligible,7 8  including those 
from health insurance claims, electronic health or med-
ical records, and registries (even if registries also com-
prised some actively collected data for the purpose of 
the registry rather than only passive, routine data col-
lection).9 We considered studies evaluating drugs, bio-
logics, dietary supplements, devices, diagnostic 
procedures, surgeries, or radiotherapies in any patient 
population with any condition, and mortality outcome 
(all cause or cause specific) that were published in 
English. We included studies published up to 2010 to 
ensure sufficient time for randomized evidence, if any, 
to appear.

We searched PubMed (last search November 2014) 
combining terms for RCD (such as “routine*”, “data-
base*”, “claim*”, “health record*”, registr*”, and cov-
ering all terms used in the National Library of Medicine 
search strategy for electronic health or medical 
records10), with terms for mortality and propensity 
scores. For further details on inclusion criteria, defini-
tions, and search strategies, see reference 6. One 
reviewer (LGH) screened titles and abstracts and 
obtained full texts of potentially relevant articles and 
determined eligibility.

Data extraction from rCD studies
For each eligible study, we extracted all clinical ques-
tions reported in the abstract following the PICO struc-
ture (patient, intervention, comparison, outcome).11 We 
formulated separate clinical questions for each combi-
nation of patients and compared interventions (experi-
mental and comparator) for which any result was 
reported in the abstract. We considered clinically rele-
vant variations of treatment characteristics (such as 
timing or dose) or patient conditions (eg, comorbidi-
ties) as separate PICO clinical questions. We also con-
sidered specific subquestions separately—such as when 
the main comparison looked at coronary stenting ver-
sus no stenting, and subanalyses compared drug elut-
ing stents with bare metal stents separately. We did not 
consider separately specific age subgroups within adult 
populations and demographic subpopulations (sex, 
race, or ethnicity).

For each clinical question, we searched the complete 
article for a comparative effect between the compared 
interventions on mortality outcomes based on analyses 
that used propensity scores in any way (adjustment, 
selection of compared populations, both, or other). If 
we identified such an effect estimate, we screened the 
full text and references for randomized evidence on the 
same clinical question (not necessarily evaluating mor-
tality outcomes). We excluded any clinical questions 
with existing prior trial evidence. We then extracted 
data on RCD study characteristics and the mortality 
effect estimate with 95% confidence intervals. If a study 
reported multiple estimates, we used the analysis with 
results first mentioned in the abstract (as a prespecified 
rule to avoid subjectivity in the selection of effects). 
One reviewer (LGH) extracted the data and screened the 
articles.

eligibility criteria and identification of randomized 
controlled trials
For each eligible clinical question, we systematically 
searched PubMed (to November 2014) for randomized 
controlled trials or systematic reviews or meta-analyses 
of trials that also addressed this question and reported 
any mortality outcome. We created standardized search 
strategies for each topic by combining search terms for 
the intervention, comparator, and condition. We used 
the PubMed standard filters for study design, limited 
results to the English language, and added terms for 
mortality to increase specificity when we searched for 
trials and diagnostic topics (web appendix 1 and refer-
ence 6). For RCD studies published up to 2007, we also 
searched all relevant modules of the Cochrane Library, 
but found no pertinent randomized controlled trial that 
was not also identified via PubMed; thus for newer 
RCDs, we only searched PubMed.

We screened titles and abstracts, obtained full texts 
of potentially relevant articles and determined eligibil-
ity. The resulting randomized controlled trials derived 
from these searches were considered for further analy-
ses. We tested the completeness of our search by using 
the related articles function in PubMed for each eligible 
trial (screening the first 20 related articles), and in no 
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case we found an additional trial. These processes were 
all done by one reviewer (LGH) who marked studies if 
he was uncertain about eligibility. These studies were 
discussed with a second reviewer (DCI), who also con-
firmed the eligibility of all identified pertinent trials and 
spot checked all excluded full texts for verification. Dis-
crepancies were discussed to reach consensus. We 
excluded from further analyses any clinical questions 
for which preceding trials (that is, published up until 
the year before the RCD study was published) were 
identified with the above searches.

Data extraction from randomized controlled trials
For each eligible trial, we extracted the number of ran-
domized patients and deaths per treatment group (we 
preferred intention to treat data wherever possible). If a 
trial had multiple mortality endpoints, we preferred the 
same type of outcome definition as in the RCD study (all 
cause or cause specific mortality) and the most similar 
follow-up period (eg, inhospital and 30 day mortality). 
We extracted the proportions of patients not initiating 
the randomized treatment and patients switching to the 
non-allocated treatment during the study (treatment 
crossover). Data extraction was performed by one 
reviewer (LGH).

risk of bias assessment
We assessed the risk of bias for RCD studies (DCI, JPAI) 
and randomized controlled trials (LGH, and an external 
researcher experienced in systematic reviewing), using 
the Cochrane risk of bias tools.12 13 Discrepancies were 
discussed to reach consensus.

statistical analysis
For consistency, we inverted the RCD effect estimates 
where necessary so that each RCD study indicated an 
odds ratio less than 1 (that is, swapping the study 
groups so that the first study group has lower mortality 
risk than the second). We assumed that reported rela-
tive risks or hazard ratios were approximations to the 
odds ratio, a reasonable assumption because death was 
a relatively uncommon event (median across treatment 
comparisons 3% (interquartile range 2-9%)). For each 
clinical question, we also calculated the odds ratio for 
mortality using data from randomized controlled trials 
for the same clinical question. Multiple trials were 
meta-analytically combined with random effects mod-
els to obtain a summary odds ratio.14  We used Peto’s 
approach for event rates less than 1%.15

We recorded how frequently the treatment effect esti-
mates from RCD studies and randomized controlled 
trials were in the opposite direction, how often the con-
fidence intervals did not overlap, and how often the 
RCD study’s confidence interval did not include the 
effect estimate demonstrated by later available trials.

We also calculated for each clinical question the rela-
tive odds ratio (ratio of odds ratios) by dividing the sum-
mary odds ratio of all subsequent randomized 
controlled trials by the estimated odds ratio in the RCD 
study. Confidence intervals of relative odds ratios were 
calculated by use of the sum of the variances of the trial 

summary odds ratio and of the RCD study odds ratio 
estimate. We then combined the individual relative 
odds ratios across all questions to calculate the sum-
mary value. A summary relative odds ratio greater than 
1 indicates that the RCD study found more favorable 
mortality outcomes than subsequent trials. Calcula-
tions were done after log-transformation.

We conducted several sensitivity analyses:

•	 Used	fixed	effect	models	 instead	of	random	effects	
models to combine effect sizes from randomized con-
trolled trials14

•	 Excluded	trials	with	a	high	risk	of	bias
•	 Excluded	trials	 reporting	high	 treatment	crossover	

rates (>20% in any group) or asymmetric crossover 
(between group difference >10%)

•	 Included	only	trials	clearly	reporting	low	treatment	
crossover rates (<10% in all groups)

•	 Excluded	trials	with	frequent	non-initiation	of	ran-
domized treatment (>10% in any group)

•	 Excluded	trials	in	which	the	median	age	differed	by	
more than two standard deviations from the median 
age in the RCD study

•	 Used	the	effect	estimates	from	two	mutually	exclusive	
patient subgroups instead of the main effect from one 
RCD study16 and compared them with the summary 
odds ratio for the trials representing effects specifi-
cally for these subgroups

•	 Excluded	one	clinical	question	where	all	pertinent	
trials were already used for another treatment com-
parison17 18

•	 Used	 only	 trials	 identified	 by	 search	 strategies	 of	
existing systematic reviews

•	 Included	only	RCD	studies	with	low	risk	of	bias	for	all	
assessed domains (with the exception of “bias due to 
confounding,” which was deemed moderate for all 
RCD studies).

We used Stata 13.1 (Stata Corp) for all analyses and 
reported 95% confidence intervals. All P values were 
two tailed.

Patient involvement
No patients were involved in setting the research ques-
tion or the outcome measures, nor were they involved in 
developing plans for design or implementation of the 
study. No patients were asked to advise on interpreta-
tion or writing up of results. There are no plans to dis-
seminate the results of the research to study participants 
or the relevant patient community.

Results
In the search for RCD studies, we identified 929 records 
and evaluated 420 in full text (fig 1 ). We found preced-
ing randomized evidence on all evaluated clinical ques-
tions in 231 studies, did not find any subsequent 
randomized controlled trials in 90 studies, and 
excluded 83 studies for different reasons (fig 1 ). We 
eventually analyzed 16 RCD studies on clinical ques-
tions that did not have preceding trials and for which 
subsequent pertinent trials were identified (table 1 ). 
One study reported on three clinical questions with one 
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primary result (which we included in our main analysis) 
and two subgroup effects (included alternatively in sen-
sitivity analyses).16

RCD studies were published between 2000 and 2010 
and used diverse types of routine data including regis-
tries, hospital databases, and administrative data. Most 
studies were relevant to cardiology (12 (75%) of 16), and 
11 (69%) compared two active interventions. All RCD 
studies assessed all cause mortality, and comparative 
effect estimates were based on a median of 2086 patients 
per analysis (interquartile range 734-8658; table 1). 
While we deemed the risk of bias due to confounding 
moderate for all studies, most had a low risk of bias for 
other types of bias. The overall risk of bias was therefore 
low to moderate for all RCD studies (web appendix 2).

We identified 36 subsequent randomized controlled 
trials32 33-67 with 17 275 patients and 835 deaths overall, 
addressing the same clinical question as the RCD stud-
ies. All trials reported all cause mortality, and were pub-
lished between 2003 and 2014, a median of three years 
after the RCD study. For each clinical question, we 

Medline/PubMed references
(last search November 2014) (n=929)

Records screened (n=929)

Full text publications assessed for eligibility (n=420)

RCD studies included (without preceding RCTs but
with subsequent RCTs on a clinical question) (n=16)

Records excluded on title/abstract level (n=509)

Excluded (n=404):
  Full texts excluded (n=83):
    No RCD (n=54)
    No mortality e�ects based on propensity score
      analysis (n=15)
    No relevant medical comparison (n=13)
    Duplicate (n=1)
  RCD studies with preceding RCTs on all
    evaluated clinical questions (n=231)
  RCD studies without preceding and without
    subsequent RCTs on any evaluated clinical
    questions (n=90)

Fig 1 | study flow diagram. rCt=randomized controlled trial

table 1 | Description of analyzed treatment comparisons in routinely collected data studies

rCD study treatment comparison Condition or disease
total no of patients 
(groups 1/2) Follow-up Data source

Holman 2000*19 Preincision prophylactic intra-aortic 
balloon pump v no pump

CABG; stable, high risk 
patients

7581 (592/6989) Unclear Administrative data: “Alabama CABG 
Cooperative Project database,” USA

Shavelle 200220 Very early angiography (within 6h) v 
early conservative treatment (no or 
later angiography)

NSTEMI 2810 (1405/1405) In hospital National Registry of Myocardial Infarction 2 
database, USA

Winkelmayer 
200221

Hemodialysis v peritoneal dialysis Renal replacement 
therapy

2503 (1966/537) 3 months Medicare/Medicaid, USA

Karthik 200322 Off pump v on pump CABG CABG, non-elective 828 (417/411) In hospital Hospital database: “cardiac surgery registry,” 
UK

Guru 200623 2 or 3 arterial grafts v 1 arterial graft CABG 10 982 (5491/5491) 4-6 years 
(average)

Linked clinical and administrative data: 
“Cardiac Care Network Database,” Canada

Wu 200824 CABG v drug eluting stent Unprotected, left main 
coronary artery stenosis

112 (56/56) 8 months Registries: “New York State Cardiac Surgery 
Reporting System” and “Percutaneous 
Coronary Intervention Reporting System,” USA

Ascione 200325 On pump v off pump CABG CABG, severe left 
ventricular dysfunction

250 (176/74) In hospital Hospital database: “Patient Analysis and 
Tracking System,” UK

Polkinghorne 
200426

Native arteriovenous fistula v 
arteriovenous grafts

Hemodialysis 2632 (2261/371) 1.07 years Australian and New Zealand Dialysis and 
Transplant Association Registry, Australia and 
New Zealand

Gnerlich 200727 Surgical removal of the primary 
tumor v no surgical removal

Metastatic breast cancer 
(stage IV)

9734 (4578/5156) ≤15 years Registry: “Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End 
Results,” USA

Lindenauer 
200428

Early perioperative lipid lowering 
treatment (during first 2 hospital 
days) v no or later treatment

Major non-cardiac 
surgery

204 885 (73 050/131 835) In hospital Hospital discharge and pharmacy records of 
329 hospitals, USA

Butler 200918 Clopidogrel treatment duration ≥12 
months v ≤6 months

Drug eluting stenting 1669 (1022/647) 1 year Melbourne Interventional Group Registry, 
Australia

Cabell 2005†29 Surgery v non surgical treatment Infective endocarditis, 
native valve

299 (94/205) In hospital Registry: “International Collaboration on 
Endocarditis Merged Database,” Europe and 
USA

Kim 200916 Clopidogrel initiation after CABG v 
no clopidogrel

CABG, preoperative 
treatment with aspirin

15 067 (3268/11 799) In hospital Clinical, administrative and financial data: 
“University Health System Database,” USA

Moss 200330 Mitral valve repair v mitral valve 
replacement

Mitral valve surgery 644 (322/322) 3.4 years British Columbia Cardiac Registry, Canada

Fonarow 200831 Beta blocker continuation v beta 
blocker withdrawal

Heart failure, 
decompensated

1429 (79/1350) 3 month 
post-
discharge

Registry: OPTIMIZE/HF program, USA

Hahn 2010‡17 Clopidogrel treatment duration 3 
month v >3 months

Drug eluting stenting 823 (661/151) 1 year Duration of Dual Antiplatelet Therapy After 
Implantation of Endeavour Stent Registry, 
Republic of Korea

CABG=coronary artery bypass graft; HF=heart failure; NSTEMI=non-ST elevation myocardial infarction; RCD=routinely collected health data.
*We used the only available mortality effect reported as relative effects measure with confidence intervals because no mortality results were reported in the abstract.
†We used mortality rates reported for the median propensity stratum and calculated odds ratios because no mortality results were reported in the abstract.
‡For this treatment comparison, both identified subsequent randomized controlled trials are also relevant for another treatment comparison (Butler 2009).
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included a median of 985 randomized patients (inter-
quartile range 287-1696; fig 2  and fig 3). We deemed the 
risk of bias high for 10 trials, mainly due to lack of 
blinding (web appendix 3).

agreement of treatment effects
Across 16 clinical questions, eight RCD studies found 
significant treatment effects (fig 4). Confidence intervals 
were wide and overlapped between RCD studies and 
randomized controlled trials in all 16 treatment compar-
isons. However, in more than half of cases (nine of 16; 
56%), the confidence intervals of the RCD based esti-
mate did not include the mortality effect found in subse-
quent randomized trial evidence. For five (31%) of 16 
clinical questions, treatment effects from randomized 
evidence were in the opposite direction to the RCD study 
estimate. None of these five trial estimates was signifi-
cant, and one RCD study estimate was significant.

When data were synthesized, RCD studies showed 
significantly inflated results compared with randomized 

controlled trials, with an average overestimation of mor-
tality benefits by 31% (summary relative odds ratio 1.31 
(95% confidence interval 1.03 to 1.65); table 2 , fig 4). 
There was no heterogeneity between topics (I2=0% (0% 
to 45%)). The results were quite similar in all sensitivity 
analyses (table 2), with estimates of summary relative 
odds ratios ranging between 1.20 and 1.34 and their 95% 
confidence intervals excluding the null in six of the 10 
sensitivity analyses. We found the smallest estimate of a 
difference between RCD studies and trials (summary rel-
ative odds ratio 1.20) when we considered only RCD 
studies with a low risk of bias on all dimensions (except 
for confounding bias, where a moderate risk is probably 
the best one can expect for this type of study design).

discussion
Principal findings
In our comprehensive analysis of various clinical ques-
tions on topics never evaluated in randomized con-
trolled trials before, we found that studies using 

Holman 2000
  Lomivorotov     
  Ranucci
Summary odds ratio: I2=12.1%
Shavelle 2002
  Badings (ELISA-3)
  Montalescot (ABOARD)
  Thiele (LIPSIA NSTEMI)
  Neumann (ISAR-COOL)
Summary odds ratio: I2=11.7%
Winkelmayer 2002
  Arogundade
  Korevaar
Summary odds ratio: I2=0%
Karthik 2003
  Fattouch
Summary odds ratio
Guru 2006
  Damgaard (CARPO)
Summary odds ratio
Wu 2008
  Boudriot
  Morice (SYNTAX)
  Park (PRECOMBAT)
Summary odds ratio: I2=0%
Ascione 2003
  Muneretto
  Masoumi
Summary odds ratio: I2=40.8%
Polkinghorne 2004
  Rooijens
  Keuter
Summary odds ratio: I2=0%

2.07 (0.18 to 24.15)
0.46 (0.13 to 1.63)
0.67 (0.19 to 2.36)

 
0.98 (0.20 to 4.92)

2.57 (0.49 to 13.45)
0.68 (0.28 to 1.62)
0.14 (0.01 to 2.80)
0.85 (0.40 to 1.84)

 
1.71 (0.40 to 7.27)

1.12 (0.06 to 19.28)
1.57 (0.43 to 5.70)

 
0.19 (0.02 to 1.71)
0.19 (0.02 to 1.71)

 
0.52 (0.05 to 5.85)
0.52 (0.05 to 5.85)

 
2.55 (0.48 to 13.47)
1.03 (0.49 to 2.13)
1.34 (0.46 to 3.92)
1.23 (0.70 to 2.17)

 
0.75 (0.05 to 10.23)

9.62 (0.51 to 182.51)
2.46 (0.19 to 31.51)

 
0.45 (0.20 to 0.99)
0.62 (0.23 to 1.67)
0.51 (0.27 to 0.95)

24.47
75.53

100.00
 

20.16
19.21
54.2
6.42

100.00
 

79.49
20.51

100.00
 

100.00
100.00

 
100.00
100.00

 
11.64
60.25
28.11

100.00
 

53.5
46.5

100.00
 

60.7
39.3

100.00

0.2 0.5 1 2 50.1 10

Study Odds ratio
(95% CI)

Odds ratio
(95% CI)

Weight
(%)

2/30
4/55
6/85

 
3/269
5/175
9/200
0/203

17/847
 

7/16
1/18
8/34

 
1/63
1/63

 
1/161
1/161

 
5/101

15/348
8/300

28/749
 

1/7
4/62
5/69

 
11/92
8/52

19/144

Group 1

1/30
8/55
9/85

 
3/265
2/177

13/200
3/207

21/849
 

5/16
1/20
6/36

 
5/65
5/65

 
2/170
2/170

 
2/100

15/357
6/300

23/757
 

2/11
0/62
2/73

 
21/90
12/53

33/143

Group 2
No of events/total

Fig 2 | Meta-analyses of comparative effects of medical interventions on mortality reported in randomized controlled trials 
published after the same clinical question was investigated in rCD studies (part one). For each clinical question 
investigated in a rCD study, the trials published subsequently are shown. Diamonds=result of meta-analyses combining 
these subsequent trials as summary odds ratios (using random effects models)
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routinely collected health data frequently do not agree 
with subsequent randomized trials. We analyzed 16 
clinical questions with 36 corresponding subsequent 
trials published a median of three years later. Although 
our results need to be interpreted cautiously given the 
relatively small numbers of studies, the emerging pat-
tern was that RCD studies systematically and substan-
tially overestimated the mortality benefits of medical 
treatments compared with subsequent trials investigat-
ing the same question.

The overall findings suggest that results from RCD 
studies in the absence of randomized controlled trials 
need to be seen with substantial caution. RCD studies 
might not necessarily provide reliable answers on how 
to best treat patients. As an example, the clinical conse-
quences might be illustrated by the clinical question in 

our analysis with the largest body of randomized evi-
dence—that is, on the duration of clopidogrel treatment 
after use of drug eluting stents.18  Here, the RCD based 
estimate suggested substantial and significant reduc-
tions in mortality (odds ratio 0.59 (95% confidence 
interval 0.35 to 0.99)), leaving the study authors to con-
clude that “longer (≥12 months) planned duration of 
clopidogrel results in reduced 12-month mortality . . . 
Randomized studies are urgently needed to address this 
issue.”18  However, later trial evidence showed no bene-
fit of longer clopidogrel treatment and rather indicated 
harm, and the confidence intervals were not compatible 
with the early findings in the RCD study (odds ratio 1.11 
(95% confidence interval 0.85 to 1.45)). This shows that 
RCD studies have a substantial risk of misguiding 
patient care.1
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Fig 3 | Meta-analyses of comparative effects of medical interventions on mortality reported in randomized controlled trials 
published after the same clinical question was investigated in rCD studies (part two). For each clinical question 
investigated in a rCD study, the trials published subsequently are shown. Diamonds=result of meta-analyses combining 
these subsequent trials as summary odds ratios (using random effects models)
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Comparison with other studies
A recent Cochrane review identified 14 previous 
meta-epidemiological studies comparing randomized 
and observational study results.68  Most focused on tra-
ditional observational epidemiology rather than on 
RCD studies, and only two meta-epidemiological analy-
ses compared propensity score analyses with random-
ized controlled trials.69 70  A further empirical evaluation 
was excluded from the Cochrane review.71

In their analysis of mortality effects across 22 clini-
cal questions in the field of surgery, Lonjon and col-
leagues found a point estimate of a summary relative 

odds ratio that was similar to our analysis (1.20, 95% 
confidence interval 0.96 to 1.54; original results 
inverted to allow comparison with this study).69  For 
subjective outcomes, they found a summary relative 
odds ratio close to 1 (0.93, 95% confidence interval 0.75 
to 1.15). The authors interpreted the lack of statistical 
difference between study designs as evidence for 
equivalent effects.  However, 20-30% relative changes 
in the odds of mortality are substantial, because most 
differences in mortality with treatments across medi-
cine are of this magnitude or even smaller.72 Kuss and 
colleagues analyzed only one treatment comparison 
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Fig 4 | treatment effects on mortality in rCD studies and randomized controlled trials. left panel shows comparative 
effects of medical interventions on mortality reported in rCD studies and results of subsequently published trials on 
the same treatment comparisons. White circles=effect estimates reported in rCD studies; blue circles=pooled summary 
effects from subsequent trials (corresponding meta-analyses are shown in fig 2  and fig 3); lines=95% confidence 
intervals. right panel shows for each clinical question the ratio of mortality effects reported in trial evidence versus rCD 
study effects (as relative odds ratios). blue squares (lines)=relative odds ratio (95% confidence intervals); blue 
diamond=pooled summary relative odds ratio (meta-analysis of relative odds ratio) across all clinical questions. 
a relative odds ratio greater than 1 indicates more favorable mortality outcomes in rCD studies than in subsequent trials

table 2 | agreement of treatment effects reported in rCD studies and subsequent randomized trial evidence

analysis
no of treatment 
comparisons summary rOr (95% Ci) i2 (%; 95% Ci)

Main analysis
Random effect models to combine RCTs 16 1.31 (1.03 to 1.65) 0 (0 to 45)
sensitivity analyses
Fixed effect models to combine RCTs 16 1.34 (1.09 to 1.63) 0 (0 to 45)
Exclusion of RCTs with high risk of bias 14 1.21 (0.92 to 1.59) 0 (0 to 47)
Exclusion of RCTs with high treatment crossover rates or with asymmetric crossover 15 1.34 (1.05 to 1.70) 0 (0 to 46)
RCTs that had low treatment crossover rates 12 1.27 (0.92 to 1.76) 0 (0 to 51)
Exclusion of RCTs with frequent non-initiation of randomized treatment 16 1.31 (1.04 to 1.65) 0 (0 to 45)
Exclusion of RCTs with age differences >2 SD 16 1.28 (1.01 to 1.62) 0 (0 to 45)
Two subquestions instead of main question 15 1.33 (1.05 to 1.68) 0 (0 to 46)
Exclusion of treatment comparison with RCTs that are also pertinent for another 
treatment comparison

15 1.28 (1.01 to 1.62) 0 (0 to 46)

RCTs that were identified in available systematic reviews 10 1.21 (0.88 to 1.65) 0 (0 to 53)
RCD studies with low risk of bias except for “bias due to confounding”* 11 1.20 (0.89 to 1.62) 0 (0 to 51)
RCD=routinely collected health data; RCT=randomized controlled trial; ROR=relative odds ratio; SD=standard deviation.
*All RCD studies were deemed to have moderate risk of bias due to confounding.
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(off pumpvon pump cardiac bypass surgery) and simi-
larly interpreted lack of statistical difference as signal-
ing equivalence.70  Dahabreh and colleagues analyzed 
mortality effects of treatments in the setting of acute 
coronary syndrome.71  They also found that propensity 
score analyses gave significantly larger effect sizes 
than RCTs.70

strengths and limitations of study
All these previous empirical evaluations were restricted 
to specific topics and none evaluated clinical questions 
where all the data from randomized controlled trials 
were published subsequently to the RCD studies. How-
ever, many RCD studies are specifically undertaken to 
explore whether trials results can be replicated in the 
real world.6 In such cases, the trial evidence provides 
some prior knowledge that could inhibit the publica-
tion of findings that deviate greatly from the trial 
 experience. Thus, our approach provides a more clean 
assessment of the ability of RCD results to predict the 
results of trials.

Some caveats should be considered in our study. 
Although we screened many RCD studies using propen-
sity scores, only a fraction of the entire RCD literature 
was eligible for our analyses. This was largely due to the 
high number of clinical questions that were already 
addressed by some randomized trials, as we have previ-
ously discussed.1 6 However, we followed a systematic 
approach to derive a reproducible sample of RCD stud-
ies that covers a wide range of diverse healthcare ques-
tions. Although many relate to cardiovascular 
conditions, they represent various types of interven-
tions, including surgery, devices, drug treatment, or 
treatment concepts. The generalizability to other condi-
tions and diseases might also need to be assessed in the 
future.

The RCD studies included in our sample encompass a 
wide spectrum of data sources, from administrative 
hospital databases to committed registries. These data 
sources might differ with regard to their granularity, 
validation processes, and completeness. The sample 
was too small to allow a meaningful evaluation of dif-
ferences across different subgroups of routine data 
sources. We have no detailed information on the accu-
racy of the key information of interest for our analyses 
(mortality and treatment allocation). Although we 
assume high data accuracy given the type of outcome 
(death is difficult to err on) and the clinical prominence 
of the assessed interventions, we cannot rule out that 
accuracy problems further reduce the reliability of such 
research.

Our PubMed search strategy for subsequent random-
ized controlled trials was relatively specific. It would be 
difficult to conduct thorough systematic reviews from 
scratch with highly sensitive search strategies for all the 
106 RCD studies without preceding trials that we evalu-
ated. Instead, we used a standardized search approach, 
systematically integrated existing systematic reviews 
and validated the search results with alternative identi-
fication algorithms—that is, the related article function 
in PubMed. Although the number of included clinical 

questions with pairs of RCD study and trials could have 
been higher with a more sensitive strategy for subse-
quent trials, we had similar results in sensitivity analy-
ses restricted to trial results obtained from search 
strategies of existing systematic reviews.

We assessed only mortality effects. Other more sub-
jective clinical outcomes would probably be collected 
less accurately in the routinely collected datasets. This 
might further reduce the validity of treatment effect 
estimates and further limit the reliability of RCD studies 
to guide clinical decision making. Conversely, some 
other types of outcomes might have much larger treat-
ment effects than mortality, and thus it might be easier 
to separate from noise due to bias in RCD studies. How-
ever, treatment benefits for other outcomes (eg, hospi-
tal admission) might not necessarily translate to 
benefits for mortality or other hard benefits.73

We compared the RCD effects with early evidence 
from subsequent randomized trials that sometimes 
overestimates treatment effects.74 Thus, our results even 
might be conservative and we may have underestimated 
the inflated and optimistic effects from RCD studies.

Randomized controlled trials are not necessarily a 
perfect gold standard. When their results differ against 
those of observational studies on the same question,75 76 
it may not be certain that the trials are correct and the 
observational data are wrong. We explored the poten-
tial effect of risk of bias in the randomized and non-ran-
domized studies. None of the RCD studies and only a 
few trials were deemed to have high risk of bias. When 
we compared only the effects from studies without high 
bias potential, we found similar effects as in the main 
analysis.

We used intention to treat effects for our comparison 
with RCD studies, because this is the most robust 
approach against bias. Such effects could be conserva-
tive in trials without active controls, low adherence to 
the allocated treatment, or high dropout rates. How-
ever, most trials compared active treatments, most had 
only very few patients not starting the allocated treat-
ment or switching to the other treatment during the 
study, and none had a high risk of bias due to missing 
outcome information (dropouts). In various sensitivity 
analyses, we found no indication that use of intention 
to treat effects affected our main findings.

For RCD studies, the assessment of the risk of bias is 
not	straightforward.	Use	of	propensity	score	methods	
helps to reduce confounding, but it is unlikely that con-
founding can be eliminated. It is difficult even to judge 
to what exact extent confounding has been reduced 
with different propensity adjustments or other 
approaches. For other dimensions of potential bias 
beyond confounding, our selected studies might have 
been at lower risk for bias than many other RCD studies 
that look at outcomes other than mortality. For 
non-mortality outcomes, missing information, mea-
surement errors, and availability of diverse definitions 
and analyses could be more prominent than for death. 
Our results remained largely similar in different sensi-
tivity analyses, although we did see the lowest estimate 
for a summary relative odds ratio (indicating closest 
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convergence of results from randomized controlled tri-
als and RCD studies) when we considered RCD studies 
with low risk of bias in all dimensions (other than con-
founding). We cannot exclude the possibility that RCD 
studies become better in predicting trial results when 
bias is minimized, although much more data are needed 
to make a conclusive statement about this.

Genuine differences in estimated effect sizes could 
still exist between the two methods. Nevertheless, we 
tried to make the PICO structure highly comparable in 
the juxtaposed RCD studies and randomized controlled 
trials that we evaluated. It is also unclear whether those 
questions where subsequent trials were performed are 
qualitatively different from those where subsequent tri-
als are never performed once an effect has been 
described in the observational literature. When strong, 
conclusive effects are seen in RCD studies, there may be 
less likelihood to perform a subsequent trial.72 However, 
it is unlikely that such strong, conclusive effects are 
commonly seen.

Conclusions and policy implications
Despite the wide and increasing use of routinely col-
lected health data in comparative effectiveness 
research, the reliability of this approach needs to be 
questioned, especially when effectiveness outcomes are 
concerned and randomized controlled trials might be 
feasible to conduct. Of course, for some outcomes 
(especially on safety or harms), it may be difficult to 
obtain definitive evidence from large trials, and RCD 
data could then offer the best possible guidance.

If no randomized trials exist, clinicians and funders 
of care can still act on the results from observational 
RCD and other evidence, but they should consider that 
treatment effects could be more uncertain and substan-
tially smaller than what RCD studies suggest. Therefore, 
decisions for widespread adoption and reimbursement 
of expensive interventions with evidence based entirely 
on RCD may be best withheld until trial evidence 
becomes available. Large randomized trials might still 
be needed to address critically important clinical ques-
tions for patient relevant outcomes.1 77 78
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